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Abstract Complexity theory can be viewed as the study of the relationship
between computation and applications, understood the former as complexity
classes and the latter as problems. Completeness results are clearly central to
that view. Many natural algorithms resulting from current applications have
polylogarithmic time (PolylogTime) or space complexity (PolylogSpace). The
classical Karp notion of complete problem however does not plays well with
these complexity classes. It is well known that PolylogSpace does not have
complete problems under logarithmic space many-one reductions. In this paper
we show similar results for deterministic and non-deterministic PolylogTime as
well as for every other level of the polylogarithmic time hierarchy. We achieve
that by following a different strategy based on proving the existence of proper
hierarchies of problems inside each class. We then develop an alternative notion
of completeness inspired by the concept of uniformity from circuit complexity
and prove the existence of a (uniformly) complete problem for PolylogSpace
under this new notion. As a consequence of this result we get that complete
problems can still play an important role in the study of the interrelationship
between polylogarithmic and other classical complexity classes.
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1 Introduction
The complexity theory of polylogarithmic time and space computations has
not received as much attention as we believe it deserves. This is the case
despite the fact that such computations appear rather naturally. Take for in-
stance dynamic graph connectivity algorithms [15,19], algorithms for updates
in the minimum cut problem [13], algorithms for maintaining a dynamic family
of sequences under equality tests [20], and distance and point-set algorithms
in computational geometry [5,18,24,25], among many others. Indeed, from a
complexity theory perspective the main antecedent that we can think of is
the work on constant-depth quasi-polynomial size AND/OR-circuits in [21]
where it was proven that the class of Boolean queries computable by the
class of DTIME[(log n)O(1)] DCL-uniform families of Boolean circuits of un-
bounded fan-in, size 2(logn)
O(1)
and depth O(1) coincides with the class of
Boolean queries expressible in a restricted fragment of second-order logic. The
complexity class DTIME[2(logn)
O(1)
] is known as quasipolynomial time. Inter-
stingly, the fastest known algorithm for checking graph isomorphisms is in
quasipolynomial time [1].
In [9] we started a deeper investigation of the descriptive complexity of
sublinear time computations emphasising complexity classes DPolylogTime
and NPolylogTime of decision problems that can be solved deterministically
or non-deterministically with a time complexity in O(logk n) for some k, where
n is as usual the size of the input. We extended these complexity classes to
a complete hierarchy, the polylogarithmic time hierarchy, analogous to the
polynomial time hierarchy, and for each class Σplogm or Π
plog
m (m ∈ N) in the
hierarchy we defined a fragment of semantically restricted second-order logic
capturing it [7]. While the hierarchy as a whole captures the same class of
problems studied in [21], the various classes of the hierarchy provide fine-
grained insights into the nature of describing problems decidable in sublinear
time. Moreover, in [12,11] we introduced a novel two-sorted logic that separates
the elements of the input domain from the bit positions needed to address
these elements, proving that the inflationary and partial fixed point variants
of that logic capture DPolylogTime and polylogarithmic space (PolylogSpace),
respectively.
We share the view of complexity as the intricate and exquisite interplay
between computation (complexity classes) and applications (that is, prob-
lems) [23]. Logics are central to this approach since they excel in expressing
and capturing computation, but so are completeness results. Following the
capture of the main complexity classes of plylogarithmic time and space by
means of natural logics, then the obvious question is whether there are com-
plete problems in these complexity classes and what would be an appropriate
notion of reduction to define them. In principle, it is well known that Poly-
logSpace does not have complete problems under logarithmic space many-one
reductions, i.e., under the classical Karp notion of completeness. As explained
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among others in [17], this is due to the space hierarchy theorem by Hartmanis
et al. [14].
Our fisrt attempt to address this problem appeared in [8]. Following an
approach inspired by our work in the descriptive complexity of polylogarith-
mic time, we discovered that there exist proper hierarchies of problems inside
each of the classes Σ˜plogm and Π˜
plog
m . As rather straightforward consequence of
these proper hierarchies we get that for none of the classes Σ˜plogm and Π˜
plog
m
(m ∈ N) in the polylogarithmic time hierarchy there exists a complete problem
in the classical sense of Karp reductions, i.e., not even under polynomial-time
many-one reductions. Moreover, we show that the same holds for DPolylog-
Time. Note that an approach based instead in the time hierarchy theorem of
Hartmanis et al. cannot be applied to the case of polylogarithmic time, since
that hierarchy theorem requires at least linear time. This contrasts with the
case of PolylogSpace where the space hierarchy theorem of Hartmanis et al.
can indeed be applied to show a similar result.
The results in this paper confirm the ones that appear in the conference
version [8] regarding the absence of classical complete problems under Karp
reductions inside the different polylogarithmic time complexity classes. Here
we abstract from the descriptive complexity considerations made in [8] and
concentrate in structural complexity. These results together with the similar
well known result regarding PolylogSpace (see [17] among others) would in
principle mean that these classes are somehow less robust than their poly-
nomial time and space counterparts. In this paper we show that this is not
necessarily the case. By considering an alternative notion of completeness, we
show that we can still isolate the most difficult problems inside PolylogSpace
and draw standard conclusions of the kind entailed by the classical notion of
completeness.
Our alternative notion of completeness (and hardness) is grounded in the
concept of uniformity borrowed from circuit complexity theory (see [16] and [2]
among others), hence we call it uniform completeness. The intuitive idea is to
consider a countably infinite family of problems instead of a single global
problem. Each problem in the family corresponding to a fragment of a same
global problem determined by a positive integer parameter. Such problem
is uniformly complete for a given complexity class if there is a transducer
Turing machine which given a positive integer as input builds a Turing machine
in the required complexity class that decides the fragment of the problem
corresponding to this parameter. In the specific case of PolylogSpace studied
here, the machine is a direct-access Turing machine as defined in [11,12] and
the parameter is the exponent affecting the logarithmic function in the space
upper bound of any given machine in the class. We choose to use direct-access
Turing machines instead of random-access or standard Turing machines simply
because we find them easier to work with and are nevertheless equivalent for
the problem at hand (see Corollary 1 and Proposition 1 in [11]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the necessary preliminaries regarding polylogarithmic time complexity classes
and its fundamental model of computation based in random-access Turing
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machines. Section 3 is devoted to prove the existence of proper hierarchies
of problems in DPolylogTime, NPolylogTime and each additional level of the
polylogarithmic time hierarchy. Then the non-existence of classical complete
problems for these classes under Karp reductions arises as a rather straightfor-
ward consequence, as we show in Section 4. At this point we need to introduce
some additional preliminaries for our research on an alternative notion of (uni-
form) completeness. This is done in Sections 5 and 6 were we define and discuss
direct-access Turing machines and the PolylogSpace complexity class, respec-
tively. We introduce our new, alternative notion of (uniform) completeness in
Section 7, where we also discuss why this notion is relevant. In Section 8 we
define a problem that is uniformly complete for PolylogSpace as proven in
Section 9. We conclude with a brief summary in Section 10.
2 Polylogarithmic Time
The sequential access that Turing machines have to their tapes makes it im-
possible to compute anything in sublinear time. Therefore, logarithmic time
complexity classes are usually studied using models of computation that have
random access to their input. As this also applies to the poly-logarithmic com-
plexity classes studied in this paper, we adopt a Turing machine model that
has a random access read-only input, similar to the log-time Turing machine
in [22].
In the following, log n always refers to the binary logarithm of n, i.e., log2 n.
With logk n we mean (log n)k.
A random-access Turing machine is a multi-tape Turing machine with (1)
a read-only (random access) input of length n+ 1, (2) a fixed number of read-
write working tapes, and (3) a read-write input address-tape of length dlog ne.
Every cell of the input as well as every cell of the address-tape contains
either 0 or 1 with the only exception of the (n+ 1)st cell of the input, which
is assumed to contain the endmark /. In each step the binary number in the
address-tape either defines the cell of the input that is read or if this number
exceeds n, then the (n+ 1)st cell containing / is read.
Example 1 Let polylogCNFSAT be the class of satisfiable propositional for-
mulae in conjunctive normal form with c ≤ dlog nek clauses, where n is the
length of the formula. Note that the formulae in polylogCNFSAT tend to have
few clauses and many literals. We define a random-access Turing machine M
which decides polylogCNFSAT. The alphabet of M is {0, 1,#,+,−}. The in-
put formula is encoded in the input tape as a list of c ≤ dlog nek indices, each
index being a binary number of length dlog ne, followed by c clauses. For every
1 ≤ i ≤ c, the i-th index points to the first position in the i-th clause. Clauses
start with # and are followed by a list of literals. Positive literals start with
a +, negative with a −. The + or − symbol of a literal is followed by the ID
of the variable in binary. M proceeds as follows: (1) Using binary search with
the aid of the “out of range” response /, compute n and dlog ne. (2) Copy
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the indices to a working tape, counting the number of indices (clauses) c. (3)
Non-deterministically guess c input addresses a1, . . . , ac, i.e., guess c binary
numbers of length dlog ne. (4) Using c 1-bit flags, check that each a1, . . . , ac
address falls in the range of a different clause. (5) Check that each a1, . . . , ac
address points to an input symbol + or −. (6) Copy the literals pointed by
a1, . . . , ac to a working tape, checking that there are no complementary liter-
als. (7) Accept if all checks hold.
Let L be a language accepted by a random-access Turing machine M .
Assume that for some function f on the natural numbers, M makes at most
O(f(n)) steps before accepting an input of length n. If M is deterministic, then
we write L ∈ DTIME(f(n)). If M is non-deterministic, then we write L ∈
NTIME(f(n)). We define the classes of deterministic and non-deterministic
poly-logarithmic time computable problems as follows:
DPolylogTime =
⋃
k,c∈N
DTIME((log n)k · c)
NPolylogTime =
⋃
k,c∈N
NTIME((log n)k · c)
The non-deterministic random-access Turing machine in Example 1 clearly
works in polylog-time. Therefore, polylogCNFSAT ∈ NPolylogTime.
Recall that an alternating Turing machine comes with a set of states Q
that is partitioned into subset Q∃ and Q∀ of so-called existential and universal
states. Then a configuration c is accepting iff
– c is in a final accepting state,
– c is in an existential state and there exists a next accepting configuration,
or
– c is in a universal state, there exists a next configuration and all next
configurations are accepting.
In analogy to our definition above we can define a random-access alter-
nating Turing machine. The languages accepted by such a machine M , which
starts in an existential state and makes at most O(f(n)) steps before accept-
ing an input of length n with at most m alternations between existential and
universal states, define the complexity class ATIME(f(n),m). Analogously,
we define the complexity class ATIMEop(f(n),m) comprising languages that
are accepted by a random-access alternating Turing machine that starts in a
universal state and makes at most O(f(n)) steps before accepting an input of
length n with at most m − 1 alternations between universal and existential
states. With this we define
Σ˜plogm =
⋃
k,c∈N
ATIME[(log n)k ·c,m] Π˜plogm =
⋃
k,c∈N
ATIMEop[(log n)k ·c,m].
The poly-logarithmic time hierarchy is then defined as PLH =
⋃
m≥1 Σ˜
plog
m .
Note that Σ˜plog1 = NPolylogTime holds.
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Remark 1 Note that a simulation of a NPolylogTime Turing machine M by
a deterministic machine N requires checking all computations in the tree of
computations of M . As M works in time (log n)O(1), N requires time 2logn
O(1)
.
This implies NPolylogTime ⊆ DTIME(2lognO(1)), which is the complexity class
called quasipolynomial time of the fastest known algorithm for graph isomor-
phism [1], which further equals the class DTIME(nlogn
O(1)
)1.
3 Proper Hierarchies in Polylogarithmic Time
In this section we show that there are proper infinite hierarchy of problems
inside each of the relevant polylogarithmic time complexity classes. We prove
these facts constructively by means of problems consisting on deciding simple
languages of binary strings. Our first results confirms that there is indeed a
strict infinite hierarchy of problems in DPolylogTime.
Theorem 1 For every k > 1, DTIME(logk n) ( DTIME(logk+1 n).
Proof Let InitialZerosk be the problem of deciding the language of all binary
strings which have a prefix of at least dlog nek consecutive zeros, where n is the
length of the string. For the upper bound, note that a random-access Turing
machine can clearly check whether the first dlog nek+1 bits in the input-tape
are 1 by working in deterministic time O(logk+1 n). Thus InitialZerosk+1 ∈
DTIME(logk+1 n).
Regarding the lower bound, we show that InitialZerosk+1 does not belong
to DTIME(logk n). Let us assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a
deterministic random-access Turing machine M that decides InitialZerosk+1
in time dlog nek ·c, for some constant c ≥ 1. Take a string s of the form 0n such
that dlog nek+1 > dlog nek ·c. Since the running time of M on input s is strictly
less than dlog nek+1, then there must be at least one position i among the first
dlog nek+1 cells in the input tape that was not read in the computation of
M(s). Define a string s′ = 0i10n−i−1. Clearly, the output of the computations
of M(s) and M(s′) are identical. This contradicts the assumption that M
decides InitialZerosk+1, since it is not true that the first dlog nek+1 bits of s′
are 0. uunionsq
Our second hierarchy theorem shows that there is also a strict hierarchy of
problem inside NPolylogTime.
Theorem 2 For every k > 1, NTIME(logk n) ( NTIME(logk+1 n).
Proof Let ConseqZerosk denote the problem of deciding the language of binary
strings which have at least dlog nek consecutive bits set to 0, where n is the
length of the string. For the upper bound we show that ConseqZerosk+1 is
1 This relationship appears quite natural in view of the well known relationship NP =
NTIME(nO(1)) ⊆ DTIME(2nO(1) ) = EXPTIME.
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in NTIME(logk+1 n). A random-access Turing machine M can guess (non-
deterministically) a position i in the input tape in time O(log n) by simply
guessing dlog ne bits and writing them in the address-tape. Then M can check
(working deterministically) in time O(logk+1n) whether each cell of the input
tape between positions i and i+ logk+1n has a 0.
Regarding the lower bound, we need to show that ConseqZerosk+1 is not in
NTIME(logk n). Let us assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a non-
deterministic random-access Turing machine M that decides ConseqZerosk+1
in time dlog nek · c, for some constant c ≥ 1. Take a binary string s of the
form 0dlogne
k+1
1n−dlogne
k+1
such that dlog nek+1 > dlog nek · c. Since M ac-
cepts s, then there is at least one computation ρ of M which accepts s in at
most dlog nek · c steps. Then there must be at least one position i among the
first dlog nek+1 cells in the input tape that was not read during computation
ρ. Define a string s′ = 0i10dlogne
k+1−i−11n−dlogne
k+1
. Clearly, the accepting
computation ρ of M(s) is also an accepting computation of M(s′). This con-
tradicts the assumption that M decides ConseqZerosk+1, since it is not true
that there are dlog nek+1 consecutive zeros in s′. uunionsq
Regarding the complement of NPolylogT ime, the following theorem shows
that there is a strict hierarchy of problems inside the first level of the Π˜plogm
hierarchy.
Theorem 3 For every k > 1, ATIMEop(logk n, 1) ( ATIMEop(logk+1 n, 1).
Proof Let NoConseqZerosk denote the problem of deciding the language of
binary strings which do not have greater than or equal dlog nek consecutive
bits set to 0, where n is the length of the string. For the upper bound we
prove that NoConseqZerosk+1 ∈ ATIMEop(logk+1 n, 1). In a universal state, a
random-access alternating Turing machine M can check whether for all cell in
some position i in the input tape that is at distance at least dlog nek+1 from the
end of the tape, there is a position between positions i and i+ dlog nek+1 with
1. Each of those checking can be done deterministically in time O(logk+1n).
Therefore this machine decides NoConseqZerosk+1 in ATIMEop(logk+1 n, 1).
Regarding the lower bound, we show that NoConseqZerosk+1 is not in
ATIMEop(logk n, 1). Let us assume for the sake of contradiction that there is
an alternating random-access Turing machineM that decides NoConseqZerosk+1
using only universal states and in time dlog nek·c, for some constant c ≥ 1. Take
a binary string s of the form 0dlogne
k+1
1n−dlogne
k+1
such that dlog nek+1 >
dlog nek · c. From our assumption that M decides NoConseqZerosk+1, we
get that there is a rejecting computation ρ of M(s). Since every compu-
tation of M which rejects s must do so reading at most dlog nek · c cells,
then there must be at least one position i among the first dlog nek+1 cells
in the input tape that was not read during computation ρ. Define a string
s′ = 0i10dlogne
k+1−i−11n−dlogne
k+1
. Clearly, the rejecting computation ρ of
M(s) is also a rejecting computation of M(s′). This contradicts the assump-
tion that M decides NoConseqZerosk+1, since s′ do not have dlog nek+1 con-
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secutive bits set to 0 and should then be accepted by all computations of M .
uunionsq
Next we show that there is also a strict hierarchy of problems inside the
second level of the Σ˜plogm hierarchy.
Theorem 4 For every k > 1, ATIME(logk n, 2) ( ATIME(logk+1 n, 2).
Proof Let ExactlyOncek denote the problem of deciding the language of bi-
nary strings which contain the substring 0dlogne
k
exactly once, i.e., s is in
ExactlyOncek iff 0dlogne
k
is a substring of s and every other substring of s is
not 0dlogne
k
. For the upper bound we show that ExactlyOncek+1 is decidable
in ATIME(logk+1 n, 2) by combining the machines that decide ConseqZerosk+1
and NoConseqZerosk+1 in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, respectively. An
alternating random-access Turing machine M can decide ExactlyOncek+1 as
follows: First M checks in an existential state whether there is a position i in
the input tape such that each cell between positions i and i+ dlog nek+1 has a
0. Then M switches to a universal state and checks whether for all cell in some
position j that is at distance at least dlog nek+1 from the end of the input tape
other than position i, there is a cell between positions j and j + dlog nek+1
with 1. If these two checks are successful, then the input string belongs to
ExactlyOncek+1. We already saw in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 that both
checks can be done in time O(logk+1 n).
Regarding the lower bound, we show that ExactlyOncek+1 is not decidable
in ATIME(logk n, 2). We assume for the sake of contradiction that there is an
alternating random-access Turing machine M that decides ExactlyOncek+1
in ATIME(logk n, 2). We further assume, w.l.o.g., that every final state of
M is universal. Let M work in time dlog nek · c for some constant c. Take
a binary string s of the form 0dlogne
k+1
10dlogne
k+1
1n−2·dlogne
k+1−1 such that
dlog nek+1 > dlog nek·c. From our assumption thatM decides ExactlyOncek+1,
we get that there is a rejecting computation ρ of M(s). Since every computa-
tion of M which rejects s must do so reading at most dlog nek · c cells, then
there must be a position i among the first dlog nek+1 cells in the input tape
that was not read during computation ρ. Define a string
s′ = 0i10dlogne
k+1−i−110dlogne
k+1
1n−2·dlogne
k+1−1.
Clearly, the rejecting computation ρ of M(s) is still a rejecting computation
of M(s′). This contradicts the assumption that M decides ExactlyOncek+1,
since s′ has exactly one substring 0dlogne
k+1
and should then be accepted by
all computations of M . uunionsq
Together with Theorems 2 and 4 the following result shows that there is
a proper hierarchy of problems for every level of the polylogarithmic time
hierarchy Σ˜plogm .
Theorem 5 For m > 2 and k > 1, it holds that
ATIME(logk n,m) ( ATIME(logk+2 n,m).
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Proof Let AtLeastBlockskl (respectively ExactlyBlocks
k
l ) for k, l ≥ 0 denote
the problems of deciding the language of binary strings with at least (re-
spectively exactly) (dlog nek)l non-overlapping adjacent substrings of the form
0dlogne
k
, where n is the length of the string. That is, AtLeastBlockskl is the
language of binary strings which have at least (dlog nek)l+1 consecutive bits
set to 0 and ExactlyBlockskl is the language of binary strings which contain
the substring 0(dlogne
k)l+1 exactly once. For the upper bound we note that
AtLeastBlockskl and ExactlyBlocks
k
l are in ATIME(log
k+1 n, 2 · l + 1) and
ATIME(logk+1 n, 2 · l + 2), respectively. This follows from two facts: (a) As
shown in Problems 4.5 and 4.6 in [8], AtLeastBlockskl and ExactlyBlocks
k
l
can be expressed by formulae in the restricted fragments of second-order logic
capturing, respectively, the levels Σ˜plog2·l+1 and Σ˜
plog
2·l+2 of the polylogarithmic
time hierarchy. (b) A random-access turing machine can evaluate those for-
mulae by guessing dlog nek addresses, each of length dlog ne (see Part (a) in
the proof of Theorem 6 in [10]). Since m > 2, we get that if m is odd, then
AtLeastBlocksk+1(m−1)/2 is in ATIME(log
k+2 n,m). Likewise, if m is even, then
ExactlyBlocksk+1(m−2)/2 is in ATIME(log
k+2 n,m).
Regarding the lower bounds, it is easy to see (given our previous re-
sults in this section) that: (a) for odd m, AtLeastBlocksk+1(m−1)/2 is not in
ATIME(logk n,m), and (b) for even m, ExactlyBlocksk+1(m−2)/2 is also not in
ATIME(logk n,m). Note that if m is odd, then we can prove (a) by contra-
diction following a similar argument than in the proof of the lower bound for
Theorem 2. Likewise, if m is even, then we can prove (b) by contradiction
following a similar argument than in the proof of Theorem 4. uunionsq
It is clear that by taking the complements of the problems AtLeastBlockskl
and ExactlyBlockskl , a similar result holds for each level of the Π
plog
m hierarchy.
Theorem 6 For m = 2 and every k > 1, it holds that ATIMEop(logk n,m) (
ATIMEop(logk+1 n,m). Moreover, For every m > 2 and every k > 1, it holds
that ATIMEop(logk n,m) ( ATIMEop(logk+2 n,m).
4 Polylogarithmic-time and (Absence of) Complete Problems
In this section we show that none of the polylogarithmic time complexity
classes studied in this paper have complete problems in the classical sense.
We first note that to study complete problems for polylogarithmic time
under m-reductions with sublinear time bounds does not make sense. Consider
for instance DPolylogTime reductions. Assume there is a complete problem P
for the class NPolylogTime under DPolylogTime reductions. Let P ′ belong to
NPolylogTime and let M be a deterministic random-access Turing machine
that reduces P ′ to P in time c′ · logk′n for some constant c′. Then the output
of M given an instance of P ′ of length n has maximum length c′ · logk′ n. This
means that, given an input of length n for P ′ and its reduction, the random-
access Turing machine that computes the complete problem P can actually
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compute P (s) in time O((log log n)k) for some fixed k. This is already highly
unlikely. If as one would expect there are more than a single complete problem
for the class, then we could keep applying reductions from one problem to the
other, infinitely reducing the time required to compute the original problem.
Let us then consider the standard concept of Karp reducibility, i.e., de-
terministic polynomially bounded many-one reducibility, so that we can avoid
the obvious problem described in the previous paragraph. Rather surprisingly,
there is no complete problems for DPolylogTime and NPolylogTime, even un-
der these rather expensive reductions for the complexity classes at hand.
Theorem 7 DPolylogTime does not have complete problems under determin-
istic polynomially bounded many-one reductions.
Proof We prove it by contradiction. Assume that there is such a complete
problem P . Since P is in DPolylogTime, then there is a random-access Turing
machine M which computes P in time O(logk n) for some fixed k. Thus P
belongs to DTIME(logk n). Let us take the problem InitialZerosk+1 of decid-
ing the language of binary strings which have a prefix of at least dlog nek+1
consecutive zeros. Since P is complete for the whole class DPolylogTime, there
must be a function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗, computable in polynomial-time, such
that x ∈ InitialZerosk+1 iff f(x) ∈ P holds for all x ∈ {0, 1}∗. It then follows
that the size of f(x) is polynomial in the size of x. Let |f(x)| = |x|k′ , we get
that the machine M which computes the complete problem P can also decide
InitialZerosk+1 in time O(logk nk
′
) = O((k′ · log n)k) = O(logk n). This con-
tradicts the fact that InitialZerosk+1 6∈ DTIME(logk n) as shown in the proof
of Theorem 1. uunionsq
Using a similar proof strategy than in the previous theorem for DPolylog-
Time, we can prove that the same holds for NPolylogTime. In fact, we only
need to replace the problem InitialZerosk+1 by ConseqZerosk+1 and the refer-
ence to Theorem 1 by a reference to Theorem 2 in the previous proof, adapting
the argument accordingly.
Theorem 8 NPolylogTime does not have complete problems under determin-
istic polynomially bounded many-one reductions.
Moreover, using the problems AtLeastBlockskl and ExactlyBlocks
k
l together
with its complements and Theorems 5 and 6, it is easy to prove that the same
holds for every individual level of the polylogarithmic time hierarchy.
Theorem 9 For every m ≥ 1, Σplogm and Πplogm do not have complete problems
under deterministic polynomially bounded many-one reductions.
5 Direct-Access Turing Machines
In this section we review the direct-access model of Turing machine introduced
in [11,12]. We use this model to prove our result regarding a uniform complete
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problem for PolylogSpace. The definition of the model below have some small
changes with respect to its definition in [11,12]. These changes do not affect
the key idea of accessing the different relations, functions and constants of the
input structure directly through dedicated query tapes. Further, the model
remains equivalent to the random-access model with respect to polylogarithmic
time and space complexity classes. Regarding polylogarithmic space, it even
remains equivalent to the standard Turing machine model.
Let σ = {Rr11 , . . . , Rrpp , c1, . . . c, fk11 , . . . , fkss } be a vocabulary. A direct-
access Turing machine that takes σ-structures A as input is a multitape Turing
machine with:
– p + s distinguished address-tapes for relations and functions denoted as
ATR and ATf , respectively.
– p+s distinguished read-only value-tapes for relations and functions denoted
as V TR and V Tf , respectively.
– l + 1 distinguished read-only constant-tapes denoted as CT .
– One or more ordinary work-tapes denoted as WT .
The additional CT (note that there are l + 1 of them) holds the size n of the
domain of A
The set Q of states of a direct-access Turing machine is assumed to have
pairwise disjoint subsets QR1 , . . ., QRp , Qf1 , . . ., Qfs of states, a unique ac-
cepting state qa and an initial state as q0.
The transition function δ is defined as usual. It takes as input the current
state of the machine and the values read by all tape-heads, and determines the
new state and the values to be written in all tapes which are not read-only.
The contents of the read only value-tapes is evaluated by the finite control
of M in 0 time, at the beginning of a transition, before the transition function
has been applied. This only happens if the (old) state q is in the subset Qfi
(or QRi) of the set Q of states of the machine. This corresponds naturally to
the idea that at the beginning of a transition in such a state, not only will
in the AT of fi (Ri) be assumed to be stored the arguments of the function
or relation, but also in the respective V T the value of fi in those arguments
will be stored (respectively, the Boolean value representing the fact that the
ri tuple belongs to Ri in A).
If the state in the left side of the transition is not in an state belonging to
some QRi or Qfi subset, the only allowed symbol for the corresponding V T is
unionsq (blank). We do not allow in the AT any value which is not in the domain,
i.e., any non zero value in the range [log n−dlog ne], so that the blank symbol
will only appear in V T in the initial configuration (as in all the other tapes,
except CT ).
If C is an accepting configuration of M on a certain input, its successor
configuration is C. That is, once that M enters into the accepting state qa, it
remains in the same state, and all the tapes heads remain unchanged.
All the tapes of M , with the exception of the V T of the relations symbols,
have virtual end marks as follows: the AT of the relations symbols, the AT
and V T of the function symbols, and the CT , have a special virtual mark α
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immediately before the first cell, and a special virtual mark ω immediately
after the last cell. The WT have only the mark α immediately before the first
cell.
Theorem 10 ([11,12]) A class of finite ordered structures C of some fixed vo-
cabulary σ is decidable by a random-access machine working in DPolylogTime
with respect to nˆ, where nˆ is the size of the binary encoding of the input struc-
ture, iff C is decidable by a direct-access Turing machine in DPolylogTime
with respect to n, where n is the size of the domain of the input structure.
6 The Complexity Class PolylogSpace
Let L(M) denote the class of structures of a given signature σ accepted by a
direct-access Turing machine M . We say that L(M) ∈ DSPACE[f(n)] if M
visits at most O(f(n)) cells in each work-tape before accepting or rejecting an
input structure whose domain is of size n. We define the class of all languages
decidable by a deterministic direct-access Turing machines in polylogarithmic
space as follows:
PolylogSpace :=
⋃
k∈N
DSPACE[(dlog ne)k].
Note that it is equivalent whether we define the class PolylogSpace by means of
direct-access Turing machines or random-access Turing machines. Indeed, from
Theorem 10 and the fact that the (standard) binary encoding of a structure
A is of size polynomial with respect to the cardinality of its domain A, the
following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 1 ([11,12]) A class of finite ordered structures C of some fixed vo-
cabulary σ is decidable by a random-access Turing machine working in PolylogSpace
with respect to nˆ, where nˆ is the size of the binary encoding of the input struc-
ture, iff C is decidable by a direct-access Turing machine in PolylogSpace with
respect to n, where n is the size of the domain of the input structure.
Moreover, in the context of PolylogSpace, there is no need for random-
access address-tape for the input; PolylogSpace defined with random-access
Turing machines coincide with PolylogSpace defined with (standard) Turing
machines that have sequential access to the input.
Proposition 1 ([11,12]) A class of finite ordered structures C of some fixed
vocabulary σ is decidable by a random-access machine working in PolylogSpace
with respect to nˆ iff C is decidable by a standard (sequential-access) Turing
machine in PolylogSpace with respect to nˆ, where nˆ is the size of the binary
encoding of the input structure.
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7 An Alternative (Uniform) Notion of Completeness.
Let us fix some necessary terminology. Let M be a countably infinite class of
deterministic direct-access machines such that for every integer k > 0 there
is exactly one direct-access machine Mk ∈ M. We say that M is uniform
if there is a deterministic Turing machine MM which for every input k ≥ 0
builds an encoding of the corresponding Mk ∈ M. A structural language or
structural problem is a countably infinite class of structures of a given finite
signature which is closed under isomorphisms. Let σ be a finite signature,
Str[σ] denotes the class of all finite σ-structures. Let L be a countably infinite
class of structural languages of a same finite signature σ, we call L a problem
family or language family. A problem family L is compatible with a structural
language C if
⋃
Li∈L Li = C.
We proceed now to formally define the notion of uniform completeness
discussed in the introduction.
Definition 1 We define uniform decidability, reduction, hardness and com-
pleteness as follows:
– Let L be a problem family andM be a uniform countably infinite class of
deterministic direct-access machines. M uniformly decides L if for every
Li ∈ L there is an Mj ∈M such that Mj decides Li.
– Let D be a complexity class. A structural language C is uniformly in D
via a language family L if the following holds:
– L is compatible with C.
– There is a uniform countably infinite class of deterministic direct-access
machines M which uniformly decides L.
– Each machine in M belongs to D.
– There is a uniform many-one P reduction from a structural language L
to a language family L (denoted L ≤uPm L) if there is a Li ∈ L and a
deterministic transducer Turing machine ML,Li in P which computes a
function f : Str[ρ] → Str[σ] such that A ∈ L iff f(A) ∈ Li. Note that
ML,Li computes a classical Karp reduction L ≤Pm Li.
– The structural language C is uniformly hard for PolylogSpace under uni-
form many-one P reductions via a language family L if L is compatible
with C and Lj ≤uPm L holds for every structural language Lj decidable in
PolylogSpace.
– We say that C is uniformly complete for PolylogSpace under uniform
many-one P reductions via a language family L if it is uniformly hard
for PolylogSpace under uniform many-one P reductions via L and further
C is uniformly in PolylogSpace via L.
In structural complexity, classical complete problems lead to some interest-
ing consequences such as Corollary 3.19c in [3] which states that if a PSPACE
complete problem under P (Karp) reductions is in P, then PSPACE = P. The
following lemma shows that our “relaxed” notion of uniform completeness still
allow us to derive similar kind of results.
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Lemma 1 Let C be uniformly complete for PolylogSpace under uniform many-
one P reductions via the problem family L. If C is also uniformly in P via L
then PolylogSpace ⊆ P.
Proof (Sketch) Let M and M′ be the classes of deterministic direct access
machines that uniformly decide L witnessing the facts that C is uniformly in
PolylogSpace and P, respectively. Since we assume that C is uniformly com-
plete for PolylogSpace under uniform many-one P reductions via the problem
family L, it follows from Definition 1 that for each structural language Li in
PolylogSpace there is a transducer Turing machine MLi,Lj ∈ P which reduces
Li to some Lj in L. The fact that C is uniformly in P implies by Definition 1
that there is a direct-access machines M ′ ∈M′ that decides Lj in P. Then to
decide Li we can build a deterministic direct-access machine M
′′ by assem-
bling together MLi,Lj and M
′, redirecting the output of MLi,Lj to a work tape
and making M ′ read its input from that work tape. As both machines are in
P, we get that M ′′ is also in P. Moreover, we can construct a deterministic
Turing machine that simulates the direct-access machine M ′′ and still works
in P . That can be done using a strategy simmilar to the one in the proofs of
Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 in [11]. uunionsq
The result in Lemma 1 should be interpreted in the light of the following
well known relationship between between deterministic space and time.
PolylogSpace ⊆ DTIME
(
2
(
dlogneO(1)
))
Note that this upper bound for PolylogSpace corresponds to the class known
as Quasipolynomial Time (see [1]).
8 A (Uniform) Complete Problem for PolylogSpace.
Our uniformly complete problem for PolylogSpace, namely the QSATpl prob-
lem, is inspiered by the well known PSPACE complete problem of satisfiability
of quantified Boolean sentences (QSAT, aka QBF in [3]). Further, the strat-
egy used in [3] to prove that QSAT is complete for PSPACE under P Karp
reductions (see Theorems 3.29 and 2.27 as well as Lemmas 3.22, 3.27 and 3.28
in [3]) serve us as base for the corresponding strategy to prove that QSATpl
is indeed uniformly complete for PolylogSpace.
Let us then briefly recall the strategy used in [3] to prove that QSAT
is complete for PSPACE under P Karp reductions. Given a deterministic
Turing machine ML that decides a problem L in DSPACE(n
c) and an in-
put string x to ML, the strategy consists in building a quantified Boolean
sentence AcceptedML(x) which is satisfiable only if the input string x is ac-
cepted by ML. The formula is built by iterating m = c0 ·nc times a sub-formula
Access2m,ML(α, β), which is true when α and β are two vectors of c1·nc Boolean
variables which encode valid configurations of the computation of ML on input
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x, and such that the configuration β is reachable from the configuration α in
at most 2m steps, where c0 and c1 are constants that depend on ML. Note that
when the formula AcceptedML(x) is evaluated (by the Turing machine MQBF
that decides QBF) the sub-formula Access2j ,ML(αj , βj) needs to be evaluated
2m times, which is the maximum length of a computation of ML on an input
of length n. The number of alternations of quantifiers in AcceptedML(x) is
2 ·m − 1 and the number of Boolean variables is (3 ·m + 2) · (c1 · nc), which
corresponds to O(c0 · c1 · n2·c).
To evaluate the formula AcceptedML(x), MQBF uses a stack to implement
the recursive execution of a function called Eval. The depth of the stack is
essentially the number of quantifiers (i.e., of Boolean variables), plus the depth
in the nesting of parenthesis of the quantifier free sub-formula (since also the
logical connectives are evaluated with Eval). In each entry, the stack records
the configurations at the given stage and the truth value of the sub-formulas
already evaluated. For that, the stack needs space polynomial in n.
In the case of QSATpl, we make two main changes to the problem QSAT.
First we add a list of binary trees (represented as heaps, see below) as ex-
ternal constraints to the input formula. Besides the classical connectives in
{∨,∧,¬,→} we include a new constraint check connective . Second we re-
strict the number of quantifiers in the quantified Boolean sentences to be
polylogarithmic in the size of the input. The model of computation also differs
since we work with direct-access Turing machines.
Having only polylogarithmically many quantifiers (and variables) essen-
tially allows us to evaluate the quantified boolean sentences in polylogarithmic
space instead of polynomial space. In our case the value of m is c0 · dlog nec
instead of c0 ·nc. We as well change slightly the strategy for the evaluation, re-
quiring the input sentence to be in prenex normal form and using the function
Eval only for the quantifiers.
We use external constraints as follows. During the construction of the for-
mula AcceptedML(x) each generated instance of the sub-formula Config2j (αj)
–needed to check that the vector of free Boolean variables αj encodes a valid
configuration of ML– includes the connective  listing the variables which
represent the state of ML in the corresponding configuration as well as the
variables that correspond to the contents of the address- and value-tapes
for all relations and functions in the input structure A. In the evaluation
of AcceptedML(x), whenever the variables that encode the state in the config-
uration αj correspond to a state in ML where a particular relation or function
is queried by the machine, the values assigned to those variables are checked
against the heap that represents the corresponding relation or function in A
Remark 2 Note that the input to a direct-access Turing machine is not part of
its configurations. The configuration of a direct-access machine only includes
the size of the domain of the input structure A (as the contents of CTl+1) and
the contents of the address- and value-tapes of all the relations and functions in
A. In order to check whether a given tuple is in a given relation or to know the
value of a certain function on a given tuple, we must first instruct the machine
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to write the tuple in the corresponding address tape and then to enter in the
state in Qri or Qfi for that particular relation or function, respectively. That
is why we add the heaps as external constraints in the input to QSATpl as a
way to represent the relations and functions of A. It is note worthy that even
using the classical Turing machine model to define ML it is not possible to
include the contents of the input tape in the configurations, since we would
then need to use polynomial space in the machines which decide QSATpl. This
is so because the stack would then need polynomial space to be able to hold
such configurations.
Definition 2 A quantified Boolean sentence with external constraints, de-
noted as QBFc, is a word model2 of signature
σqbf = {≤2, Suc1→1, X1, 11, 01,∃1,∀1,∧1,∨1¬1,⇒1,1, (1, )1, ,1 , ∗1}
of the following form:
– Parameters: If the QBFc structure is the output of a uniform P reduction
from a problem L ∈ PolylogSpace, then there is a list of 8 binary strings
separated by “*”. They represent the constants c, c0, c1, c2, p, s, rM and
eM that depend on the direct-access machine ML that decides L. Recall
that p and s are the number of relation and function symbols in the input
signature σ of ML. rM and eM are the maximum arities among the relation
and function symbols, respectively. Otherwise, these parameters do not
appear in the structure.
– Formula: A prenex quantified Boolean formula with connectives in the set
{∨,∧,¬,→}, no free-variables, no repetition of the variable indices in the
quantifier prefix, no parenthesis in the quantifier prefix, and with the quan-
tifier free part fully parenthesised. The variables are encoded as Xb1 . . . bl,
where b1 . . . bl is a binary string and l is the minimum number of bits
needed to enumerate all the variables in the formula. The formula may
include the constraint check connective  with the following syntax: if ψ
is a quantifier free Boolean formula with a set X of free variables, then((
ψ
)  ((x¯), (y¯, z¯), (v¯, w¯))), where all variables in x¯, y¯, z¯, v¯ and w¯ are in
X, is a wff. The number of variables in x¯ must be the same as the length
of the binary strings in “constraint control intervals” (see next item). The
remaining variables in  are associated to “External Constraints” (see be-
low). The semantics of  is clarified in the proof of Lemma 3.
– Constraint control intervals: An optional sequence of binary numbers which
starts with “*” and finishes with “**”, and where the numbers are sepa-
rated by “*”. The numbers in the sequence must appear in increasing order
and must be of a same length. The sequence should include as many num-
bers as there are heaps, i.e., p+s numbers (cf. with “external constraints”).
– External Constraints: An optional sequence of full binary trees represented
as heaps, i.e., in arrays following the order of a traversal of the trees by
levels and from left to right. The heaps are separated by “*” and terminate
2 That is a model that encodes a finite string as defined in Section 6.2 in [6]
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with “**”. The number of heaps must coincide with the number of binary
numbers in the “constraint control intervals”. As heaps represent full bi-
nary trees, their size must be 2m+1 − 1. This corresponds to a full binary
tree of depth m. Heaps are related to the connective
⊙
in the formula
as follows. The number of variables in x¯ must be the same as the number
of bits in each of the binary strings in “constraint control intervals”. The
first p > 0 heaps are of the same depth dp > 0 and correspond to the
variables y¯. The remaining heaps (say s > 0) are of the same depth ds > 0
and correspond to the variables z¯ and w¯. There are p variables in v¯. The
number of variables in y¯ must be p · dp. The number of variables in z¯ and
w¯ must be, respectively, s · (ds − h) and s · h for some integer 0 < h < ds.
– Interdependency: The “external constraints” are interdependent with the
“constraint control intervals” and the constraint check connective
⊙
in
the formula. Either the three of them are in the structure, or none of them
are.
The uniformly complete PolylogSpace problem QSATpl is defined as fol-
lows.
Definition 3 Let QSATplk be the structural language formed by the set of
finite structures S of vocabulary σqbf that are quantified Boolean sentences
as per Definition 2 and that either satisfy property (a) or (b) below, where ϕ
is the formula encoded by the structure S (i.e., a quantified Boolean sentence
with optional external constraints), Bvar(ϕ) is the set of Boolean variables in
ϕ and nˆ is the size of the domain of S.
a. S has parameters c, c0, c1, c2, p, s, rM and eM such that k = (5 · c · c0 · c1 ·
c2 · p · s · rM · eM ) and has external constraints.
b. S has no parameters, if present external constraints are satisfied, ϕ is true
and |Bvar(ϕ)|3 ≤ dlog nˆek.
The corresponding problem family P and problem language QSATpl are de-
fined as {QSATplk }k∈N and
⋃
k∈N QSAT
pl
k , respectively.
Note that property (a) in Definition 3 corresponds to the case where
the structure S is the output of a uniform P reduction from a problem in
PolylogSpace. The listed parameters are described in the proof of Lemma 2.
Conversely, Property (b) corresponds to the case where the structure S is not
the output of a uniform P reduction from a problem in PolylogSpace. In this
case we have that (|Bvar(ϕ)|)3 ≤ dlog nˆek holds. This requirement could have
instead been expressed in therms of the size of ϕ or in terms of its quantifier
free sub-formula, which could appear as more natural. We chose however to
express it in terms of nˆ, i.e., in terms of the size of the domain of the structure,
in order to make the use of external constraints optional for the general case.
9 Uniform Completeness of the language QSATpl.
We first show that QSATpl is uniformly hard for PolylogSpace.
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Lemma 2 Let the structural language QSATpl and the language family P be
as in Definition 3. Then QSATpl is uniformly hard for PolylogSpace under
uniform many-one P reductions via P.
Proof By definition the language family P is compatible with the structural
language QSATpl. We need to prove that for each structural language L ∈
PolylogSpace of some signature σ, there is a uniform many-one P reduction
from L to P. That is, we need to show that there is a language QSATplk in P
and a transducer Turing machine ML,QSATplk
which on input A of signature σ
builds in P time a σqbf structure f(A) such that A ∈ L⇔ f(A) ∈ QSATplk .
Let L be a structural language in PolylogSpace, decided by the direct-
access machine ML in DSPACE(dlog nec). Let A be an input structure to
ML of signature σ = {Rr11 , . . . , Rrpp , fe11 , . . . , fess , c1, . . . , c} and size n. Let ϕ
denote the prenex quantified Boolean sentence encoded in f(A) and φ denote
its quantifier-free part. We build a Turing machine ML,QSATplk
which computes
the reduction from L to QSATplk in P time.
The fact that A ∈ L ⇔ ϕ is true is straightforward regarding the con-
nectives {∨,∧,¬,→} since for the construction of ϕ we follow essentially the
same strategy as in [3].
We need to show however that the address- and value-tapes of the relations
and functions that appear in all the encoded “query state” configurations agree
with the actual relations and functions in the input structure A. We also need
to show that the σqbf structure f(A) satisfies the conditions in Definition 3
and can be built in polynomial time.
1: Parameters. Recall that c is the exponent in the space bound of ML. We
denote as c0 the constant from the expression (2
c0·s(n)) which gives an upper
bound for the number of different configurations in a Turing machine with
space bound s(n) (see Theorem 3.29 and proof of Lemma 2.25 in [3]). We
denote as c1 the number of bits needed to encode in binary each symbol in
the alphabet of ML. For the address and value tapes we use the alphabet
{0, 1, ,unionsq}, where  is used to indicate the position of the tapes head, and
unionsq is the blank (as in the value tapes out of the corresponding query states).
In the work tapes we might have a bigger alphabet. We denote as c2 the
constant exponent of the polynomial which bounds the size (and the time for
their construction) of each instance of the sub-formulas Config, Next, Equal,
Initial, and Accepts that are used to build the formula AcceptedML(x) (which
we call ϕ here). See the explanation above and Lemma 3.22 in [3]. p and s
are the number of relation and function symbols in σ, and rM and eM are the
maximum arities of the relation and function symbols there. The sizes of all
those parameters in f(A) is O(1).
2: Quantifier prefix of ϕ. Upon inspecting the construction of the formula
AcceptedML(x) (called ϕ here) in Theorem 3.29, and Lemma 3.28 in [3], we
note that there are (3 · c0 · dlog nec + 2) vectors of Boolean variables, named as
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αi, βi, γi, each one representing a configuration of ML, and hence having O(c1 ·
dlog nec) Boolean variables. Then we have a total of less than (c0 ·c1 ·dlog ne2·c)
Boolean variables in ϕ. Considering the symbols in σqbf (see Definition 2)
needed to encode that amount of variables with their quantifiers, including the
number of bits needed to encode the index for each such variable, we have that
the size of the quantifier prefix of ϕ in f(A) is less than (c ·c0 ·c1 ·dlog ne2·c+1).
3: Quantifier free sub-formula of ϕ. The size of each occurrence of each of
the sub-formulas Config, Next, Equal, Initial, and Accepts (see above) is less
than (2 · c1 · dlog nec)c2 , i. e., the maximum number of Boolean variables in
each one of those sub-formulas raised to the exponent c2 (see 1, above). The
number of occurrences of those sub-formulas in the formula AcceptedML(x), is
(2+5 ·c0 ·dlog nec+4). To the product of the two last expressions we must add
the approximate number of occurrences of parenthesis of O(2 · c0 · dlog nec),
and of connectives {∧,∨,¬,⇒}, O(2 · c0 · dlog nec). So that the size of the
quantifier free sub-formula, before adding the connectives for the constraints
 is less than (c0 · cc21 · dlog nec·(c2+1)).
Connective  in ϕ. As we said above, when we build AcceptedML(x) (which
we call ϕ in the general σqbf structure), every time that we generate an instance
of the sub-formula Config2j (αj), we use the connective  to list the variables
which represent the state of ML in that configuration, and also the variables
that correspond to the contents of the address and value tapes for all the
relations and functions in the input structure A to ML. At every point of the
computation where we would write a quantifier free sub-formula ψ which is
an instance of the sub-formula Config2j (αj), we would write it in ϕ, instead,
as follows((
ψ
)((x1, . . . , xl), (y111, . . . , y11h, . . . , y1r11, . . . , y1r1h, . . . , yp11, . . . , yp1h,
. . . , yprp1, . . . , yprph, z111, . . . , z11h, . . . , z1e11, . . . , z1e1h, . . . , zs11,
. . . , zs1h, . . . , zses1, . . . , zsesh), (v1, . . . , vp, w11, . . . , w1h, . . . , ws1, . . . , wsh)
))
h = dlog ne, yijk is the k-th bit of the j-th component of a candidate tuple
for the i-th relation in A, and similarly for zijk, regarding functions in A. vi
is the answer (0 or 1) to a query about the existence of the candidate tuple
encoded in the corresponding variables yijk, in the i-th relation in A, and wij
is the j-th bit of the value of the i-th function in A, for the tuple encoded in
the corresponding sequence of variables z.
The variables in x¯ encode the state, so that there are dlog |QL|e such vari-
ables. The variables in y¯ and z¯ encode the contents of ATR and ATf for all
relation and function symbols R and f , respectively in σ. We need less than
((p · rM · dlog ne) + (s · eM · dlog ne)) of those variables. Similarly, the variables
in v¯ and w¯ encode the contents of V TR and V Tf . We need (p+ s · dlog ne) of
those variables.
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There are in φ (6+c0·dlog nec) occurrences of the sub-formula Config2j (αj)
or other sub-formulas which include it and hence we have to add the  con-
nective to them. Then, considering that each variable can be encoded in
(1 + c · dlog log ne) symbols in ϕ, the total size of the quantifier free sub-
formula, including the connectives for the constraints  in f(A) is less than
(c · c0 · cc21 · p · s · rM · eM · dlog nec·(c2+2)+2).
4: Constraint control intervals. These are p+ s ordered binary numbers sep-
arated by “*”, and terminating with “**” (see Definition 2). They are used in
connection with the connective  in ϕ and the heaps to check the constraints,
which as we said above in this case, where the σqbf structure is the output of a
reduction, they are used to check that the values given arbitrarily by different
valuations to the contents of the address and value tapes of the relations and
functions in the input structure A in the corresponding configuration, match
the corresponding relations or functions. Recall that there are also p+s heaps.
During the evaluation of the formula ϕ, in each occurrence of the connective
, the binary number b formed by the Boolean values assigned by the current
valuation to the variables which represent the state of ML (x¯, see 3, above) is
checked against the constraint control intervals, so that the relative position
of the first number which is greater or equal than b indicates the relative posi-
tion of the heap against which the address (variables y¯ and z¯) and value tapes
(variables v¯ and w¯) of the corresponding relation or function (whose relative
position is also indicated by b) will be checked. That is, the constraint control
intervals represent the maximum values of the subsets of states of ML in the
order QR1 , . . ., QRp , Qf1 , . . ., Qfs . Hence the size of the constraint control
intervals in f(A) is O(1).
5: External Constraints. We explain how we build the external constraints
and the connective
⊙
in φ. Note that in the encoding of a configuration in
the free variables of ψ, while for each cell in the address and value tapes of
the relations and functions in A, we may need to use more than one Boolean
variable, in the particular case of the connective  we only use one variable
instead. This is because in these specific tapes, when the state of ML is in
the subset, say, QR1 we may only have the symbols 0 or 1 in each cell, and
on the other hand when a σqbf structure is not the output of a reduction, it
makes more sense to match each Boolean variable in the right argument of the
connective
⊙
with one bit in the paths from the roots in the heaps, to their
leaves (see below). For that matter we encode the symbols in the alphabet of
ML in such a way that the rightmost bit is 0 for the symbol 0, and 1 for the
symbol 1, and we encode that bit in the corresponding single variable.
5.1: Heaps. We build p+s heaps in the structure, that is, one for each relation
symbol and one for each function symbol in the input A. The sizes of the heaps
that represent the relations in A are 2 · (2dlogne)r1 −1,..., 2 · (2dlogne)rp −1, for
R1,..., Rp, respectively. And the sizes of the heaps that represent the functions
are 2 · (2dlogne)e1+1 − 1,..., 2 · (2dlogne)es+1 − 1, for f1,..., fs, respectively. The
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addition of 1 to the arities of the functions in the exponents is due to the fact
that each function fi is represented as a (ei + 1)-ary relation in its heap. We
take the first ei components from its address tape (variables z¯ in , see 3,
above) and the (ei + 1)-th component from its value tape (variables w¯).
In all the heaps the only cells whose contents are meaningful are those
corresponding to the leaves of the trees, i.e., the last level of each tree. For
every relation and function, say relation Ri, each such cell corresponds to a
single path of length (ri · dlog ne) and that path is determined by choosing at
each level (ri · dlog ne) ≥ l ≥ 0, the left child if the l-th bit is 0, and the right
child if it is 1. Recall that in a heap, if the cell number at level l is j ≥ 1, then
the cell number of the left child is 2 · j, and that of the right child is 2 · j + 1.
Note that we are representing all the trees as full, even if they may not be.
However, the paths which correspond to leaves in a heap that are not present
in the tree that would represent the actual relation, will never be used, since
they correspond to tuples where some components have values greater than
n− 1 (recall that the domain of A is {0, . . . , n− 1}).
Considering the sizes given above, the total size of the heaps is less than
((p · (2 · (2dlogne)rM −1))+(s · (2 · (2dlogne)eM+1−1))+p+s). Note that 2dlogne
is O(n), and it is easy to see that the constant multiplying n is very small,
since 2dlogne − 2logn < 2.
So that we can say that the size of the External Constraints in f(A) is less
than ((p · (2 · nrM − 1)) + (s · (2 · neM+1 − 1)) + p+ s).
6: Total size and Space bound. As in 1, Definition 3, we denote as nˆ the size
of the domain of the σqbf structure f(A). Considering the sizes of the parts
of f(A) in 1 to 5, above, we have that
nˆ ≤
[O(1)] + [(c · c0 · c1 · dlog ne2·c+1)]+
[(c · c0 · cc21 · p · s · rM · eM · dlog nec·(c2+2)+2)] + [O(1)]+
[((p · (2 · nrM − 1)) + (s · (2 · neM+1 − 1)) + p+ s)].
Clearly the most significant term in the expression above is the fifth. We
have then that nˆ ≤ O((2 · p + 2 · s) · nMax{rM ,eM+1}), so that the structure
f(A) can be built in polynomial time.
On the other hand, it is clear from 3, 4 and 5 above that each configuration
encoded in a sequence of variables in the formula ϕ (i.e., the sequences denoted
as αj in the instances of the sub-formulas Config2j (αj)), are considered as
valid only if the contents of the address and value tapes of the relations and
functions in A that appear in it agree with the real relations and functions
of the input A, in the appropriate states QR1 , . . ., QRp , Qf1 , . . ., Qfs in the
configuration.
Also, clearly f(A) satisfies the conditions of Definition 3, making k =
(5 · c · c0 · c1 · c2 · p · s · rM · eM ).
Note that giving that value to k is what warranties us that effectively there
is one particular k s.t. there is a Karp reduction from L to QSATplk . More
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precisely, the reduction is to QSATpl(5·c·c0·c1·c2·p·s·rM ·eM ) (see “Discussion on
the Parameter k”, below). uunionsq
Next we need to show that QSATpl is uniformly in PolylogSpace. We start
by showing that each structural language QSATplk can be decided by a corre-
sponding direct-access machine Mk with space bounded by dlog nˆek.
Lemma 3 For every k > 0, the structural language QSATplk from Definition 3
is in DSPACE(dlog nˆek), where nˆ is the size of the domain of the input struc-
ture.
Proof Let k > 0, let S be a structure of the signature σqbf , let ϕ be the prenex
quantified Boolean formula in S and let φ be its quantifier free sub-formula.
We build a direct-access machine Mk that decides S ∈ QSATplk working in
DSPACE(dlog nˆek).
1: Evaluation of the Formula. As in [3], we use a function Eval to evaluate
recursively the quantifiers in the prefix of ϕ. On reading the i-th quantifier in
the quantifier prefix of the formula, Qixi, for some i > 0, we call the same
function Eval twice, to evaluate the sub-formula starting in the next quantifier,
Qi+1 with the current valuation of the preceding variables x1, . . . , xi−1, and
with the Boolean values 0 (False), and 1 (True), for xi, then evaluating the
disjunction or the conjunction of the returned truth values of the two calls,
depending on Qi being ∃ or ∀, respectively, and finally returning the result.
Every time that we reach the last quantifier in the prefix, we have a full
valuation for the variables in the quantifier free sub-formula φ. Then we eval-
uate it in DLOGSPACE as in [4] (there the algorithm for the evaluation of
the so called “formulas in the wide sense” –i.e. Boolean formulas with vari-
ables and a value assignment– works in ALOGTIME, which is known to be
in DLOGSPACE –see Theorem 2.32 in [16] among other sources–). For the
evaluation of the
⊙
connective, we proceed as explained below, in “Evaluation
of the
⊙
Connective”.
Every time that we must evaluate φ, we read it from the input, using the
address tapes and value tapes of the function Suc, and the unary relations
X, 0, 1, etc., in S, to find the next element in the formula, and then to know
its corresponding symbol. We read the current valuation from the stack (see
below).
To implement the function Eval we use a stack. In each entry we record
the whole quantifier prefix up to the current one, with the following format
for each quantifier: QiXb¯, v1, v2, where b¯ is the index of the variable in binary
(i), and v1 is the truth value currently assigned to the variable Xb¯. As to v2,
it works as follows. When the sub-formula that follows starting with Qi+1,
say δi+1, is evaluated with the value 0 for xi, v2 is a blank. When we get the
truth value w1 of the result of the evaluation of δi+1 with xi = 0, we change
v2 to the value w1. At that point, we change v1 of xi to 1, and call Eval to
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evaluate δi+1 again. Then, when we get the truth value w2 of the result of the
evaluation of δi+1 with xi = 1, we change v2 to the disjunction or conjunction
of the previous value of v2 with the value w2, depending on Qi being ∃ or ∀,
respectively. That value is the one which will be returned after the call of Eval
for the sub-formula which starts with QiXb¯, and follows with δi+1.
The depth of the stack is the number of Boolean variables in ϕ (denoted
as |Bvar(ϕ)|, as in Definition 3), which is less than (c0 · c1 · dlog ne2·c) (see 2,
in the proof of Lemma 2). Given the explanation above, the size of each entry
is |Bvar(ϕ)| · (7 + log(|Bvar(ϕ)|), which is less than (c0 · c1 · c · dlog ne2·c+1).
So that the total size of the stack is less than (c20 · c21 · c · dlog ne4·c+1).
2: Evaluation of the
⊙
Connective. Consider the expression for the
⊙
Con-
nective as in the proof of Lemma 2. Let v be a valuation for the quantifier
free sub-formula φ, let x¯ = x1, . . . , xl, and let v(x1), . . . , v(xl) be the binary
number b1, . . . , bl. We compare b1, . . . , bl with the ordered binary numbers in
the “constraint control intervals” in S, until we find the first of them greater
or equal to it. Suppose that that number is the i-th number in the list. If
i ≤ p, we check whether the valuation of the i-th subsequence of dp variables
in y¯ corresponds to the path in the i-th heap (see Definition 2, and the ex-
planation in “heaps”, in the proof of Lemma 2), that ends in a leaf which has
the symbol 1 if v(vi) = 1, or 0 if v(vi) = 0. If i = p + j, for some j > 0, we
check whether the valuation of the j-th subsequence of ds − h variables in z¯
(where the number of variables in w¯ is s · h), followed by the valuation of the
j-th subsequence of h variables in w¯, corresponds to the path in the (p+ j)-th
heap, that ends in a leaf which has the symbol 1. If the check is correct, we
evaluate
((
ψ
)  ((x¯), (y¯, z¯), (v¯, w¯))) as ψ ∧ True, otherwise we evaluate it as
ψ ∧ False.
This process can clearly be performed in a space smaller than the size of
the stack, (c20 · c21 · c · dlog ne4·c+1) (see above).
3: Space Considerations. Note that the size of the stack is what determines
the upper bound in the space needed by Mk.
Recall that in the case where the QBFc structure is not the output of
a uniform P reduction from any problem in PolylogSpace, according Defini-
tion 3, each fragment QSATplk is the fragment of QSAT
pl where the proportion
(|Bvar(ϕ)|)3 ≤ dlog nˆek holds. Note that by our analysis in the last two para-
graphs in 1 above, (|Bvar(ϕ)|)3 is greater than the stack size, so that also in
this case the space will be enough to hold the stack. uunionsq
Discussion on the Parameter k
When S is the output of a uniform P reduction, we must be sure that only
one value of k will be enough to check all inputs to ML. This is to comply
with Definition 1: there must be at least one language QSATplk in the family
P and a transducer Turing machine ML,QSATplk which computes the Karp
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reduction L ≤Pm QSATplk . That is why in Definition 3 we required that k =
(5 · c · c0 · c1 · c2 · p · s · rM · eM ) (see 1, in the proof of Lemma 2, for the
explanation of each parameter). Note that as all those parameters depend on
L or ML,QSATplk
, and are fixed for all inputs to L, in this way we can fulfil the
definition of uniform many-one P reduction.
Recall from the proof of Lemma 3 above, that the amount of space which
the direct-access machine Mk needs to decide the fragment QSAT
pl
k is less than(
c20 ·c21 ·c·dlog ne4·c+1
)
. We want to be sure that that amount of space is enough
for all values of n. Recall that the size of the input to Mk is denoted by nˆ,
and the input to ML by n (that input which is transformed by ML,QSATplk
to a
QBFc structure of size polynomial in n, and the relationship between the two
sizes is given by the expression in 6, in the proof of Lemma 2). Considering
that expression, this means that the following relationship must hold for all
values of n:(
c20 · c21 · c · dlog ne4·c+1
)
<
(dlog nˆe)(5·c·c0·c1·c2·p·s·rM ·eM )
As we saw in that lemma, the most significant term in the upper bound for nˆ
is [((p · (2 ·nrM − 1)) + (s · (2 ·neM+1− 1)) + p+ s)], so that replacing it in the
relationship above, we have(
c20 · c21 · c · dlog ne4·c+1
)
<(⌈
log
(
(p · (2 ·nrM −1))+(s · (2 ·neM+1−1))+p+s)⌉)(5·c·c0·c1·c2·p·s·rM ·eM )
which is, roughly, equivalent to
(c20 ·c21 ·c ·dlog ne4·c+1) <
(
Max{rM, eM + 1}·dlog ne
)(5·c·c0·c1·c2·p·s·rM ·eM )
Clearly that relationship holds for all values of n.
Note that we chose to include in the value of k all the constants that affect
in some way the value of nˆ, to have a safe upper bound (see 6, in the proof
of Lemma 2). In that choice, as also in the other calculations of sizes in this
article, we have been using bounds which are not tight, and which most likely
could be diminished with a more detailed analysis. However, our goal is to
prove that for each L ∈ PolylogSpace there is a fragment QSATplk to which
L can be uniformly reduced, and for which there is a direct-access machine
which can decide it in the appropriate space bound, and for that matter our
calculations suffice.
With that exponent in the bound for the space in Mk we are sure that all
the inputs to ML,QSATplk
will be reduced to structures which will be evaluated
by Mk, and the only reason why a given input to ML can be reduced to an
input to Mk which is not in the language QSAT
pl
k may be because it is not in
the language L either.
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The following lemma completes the last part of the puzzle needed to show
that QSATplk is indeed uniformly complete for PolylogSpace.
Lemma 4 Let M = {Mk}k∈N be a countably infinite class of deterministic
direct-access machines, where Mk is the direct-access machine described in the
proof of Lemma 3 that decides whether QSATplk ∈ DSPACE(dlog nˆek). Then
the following holds:
a. M is uniform.
b. The structural language QSATpl is uniformly in PolylogSpace via the lan-
guage family P.
Proof We prove (a.) by build a transducer Turing machine MM which reads
as input an integer k > 0 and builds in its output tape an encoding of a Turing
machine Mk that decides whether QSAT
pl
k ∈ DSPACE(dlog nˆek).
The machine Mk built by MM works exactly as in the description in the
proof of Lemma 3 except for the following added details:
a.1 At the beginning of every computation Mk works in the following way: (i)
it writes in its work tape WT1 the value of k in binary, and leaves the head
pointing to the first cell; (ii) it reads the size of the input structure nˆ in
its constant tape CTl+1; (iii) it writes 0 in exactly the first k · dlog nˆe cells
in the work tape WT2; (iv) in every work tape, except WT1 and WT2, it
counts dlog nˆek cells and then in the next cell writes “*” (note that dlog nˆek
is space constructible for any k); for the count it uses WT2, counting in
base dlog nˆe, and then writes 0 in all those cells.
a.2 During its computation on any input, Mk works as follows: (i) it does not
write any other data in WT1, i.e., the sole purpose of that tape is to hold
the value of the parameter k; (ii) it uses WT2 only as a counter up to
dlog nˆek; (iii) whenever the machine needs to execute a loop whose bound
is any function of k, it reads k from WT1, i.e., the value of k is not hard-
wired in the finite control of Mk; (iv) it clocks its use of work space using
the marks written in the work tapes in 1.4 above: if in any WTi, with i > 2,
Mk reads “*”, it stops rejecting.
Note that the transition function of each Mk, except for the part described
in a.1 above, is the same for all values of k and hard-wired in the finite control
of MM.
Regarding part (b), we get from (a) and from the assumption in the lemma
thatM uniformly decides P. By Definition 3, the language family P is clearly
compatible with the structural language QSATpl. By Lemma 3, each structural
language QSATplk in P is in DSPACE(dlog nˆek), and hence in PolylogSpace.
Note that the uniformity of the language family P assures us that for
every k > 0, there is at least one direct-access machine which decides QSATplk
in DSPACE(dlog nˆek), and we can build the encoding of that machine.
So that the structural language QSATpl is uniformly in PolylogSpace via
the language family P. uunionsq
From Lemmas 2 and 4, the following result is immediate.
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Theorem 11 Let the structural language QSATpl and the language family P
be defined as Definition 3. Then QSATpl is uniformly complete for PolylogSpace
under uniform many-one P reductions via P.
10 Concluding Remarks
In the first part of the paper we have seen that in the classical sense and under
Karp reductions none of the classes DPolylogTime, NPolylogTime, Σ˜plogm and
Π˜plogm (m ∈ N) has a complete problem. This result follows from the existence
of proper hierarchies inside each of the classes. The proof that such hierarchies
exist is constructive by defining concrete problems parameterized by k ∈ N
for each class. We expect that these results can be taken further towards an
investigation of the strictness of the polylogarithmic time hierarchy as such.
We also expect that similar strict hierarchies can be defined in terms of subsets
of formulae in the fragments Σplogm and Π
plog
m of the restricted second-order
logic capturing the polylogarithmic time hierachy. Notice that the latter does
not follow directly from the strict hierarchies proven in this paper, since in the
proofs of the characterization results for the polylogarithmic-time hierarchy [9,
7], there is no exact correspondence between the exponents in the polyloga-
rithmic functions that bound the time complexity of the machines and the
exponents in the restricted second-order variables of the SOplog formulae that
define the machines.
The second and final part of the paper explores an alternative notion of
completeness for PolylogSpace which is inspired by the concept of uniformity
from circuit complexity theory. We were then able to prove that we can still iso-
late the most difficult problems inside PolylogSpace and draw some of the usual
interesting conclusions entailed by the classical notion of complete problem (see
in particular Lemma 1 and its corresponding discussion). This is relevant since
it is well known since a long time that PolylogSpace has no complete problem
in the usual sense. It is clear that this new concept of (uniform) completeness
can be applied to all polylogarithmic time complexity classes considered in
this paper. The identification of corresponding uniformly complete problems
for each of those classes is left for future work.
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